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Forward-looking statements
This presentation contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 that involve
substantial risks and uncertainties. All statements, other than statements of historical facts, contained in this presentation, including statements
regarding our strategy, research and clinical development plans, collaborations, future operations, future financial position, future revenues, projected
costs, prospects, plans and objectives of management, are forward-looking statements. The words “anticipate,” “believe,” “estimate,” “expect,”
“intend,” “may,” “plan,” “predict,” “project,” “target,” “potential,” “will,” “would,” “could,” “should,” “continue,” and similar expressions are intended to
identify forward-looking statements, although not all forward-looking statements contain these identifying words.
We may not actually achieve the plans, intentions or expectations disclosed in our forward-looking statements, and you should not place undue
reliance on our forward-looking statements. Actual results or events could differ materially from the plans, intentions and expectations disclosed in
these forward-looking statements as a result of various important factors, including whether or when Incyte will exercise any of its options or any
option exercise fees, milestone payments or royalties under the Incyte collaboration will ever be paid, and Syros’ ability to: advance the development
of its programs, including SY-1425 and SY-1365, under the timelines it projects in current and future clinical trials; advance discovery programs to
identify drug candidates for IND-enabling studies; obtain and maintain patent protection for its drug candidates and the freedom to operate under
third party intellectual property; demonstrate in any current and future clinical trials the requisite safety, efficacy and combinability of its drug
candidates; replicate scientific and non-clinical data in clinical trials; successfully develop a companion diagnostic test to identify patients with RARA
and IRF8 biomarkers; obtain and maintain necessary regulatory approvals; identify, enter into and maintain collaboration agreements with third
parties; manage competition; manage expenses; raise the substantial additional capital needed to achieve its business objectives; attract and retain
qualified personnel; and successfully execute on its business strategies; risks described under the caption “Risk Factors” in our Annual Report on
Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2017, as updated in our Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended March 31, 2018, each of
which is on file with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC); and risks described in other filings that we may make with the SEC in the
future.
Any forward-looking statements contained in this presentation speak only as of the date this presentation is made, and we expressly disclaim any
obligation to update any forward-looking statements, whether because of new information, future events or otherwise.
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Today’s Agenda
Opening remarks and corporate overview
Nancy Simonian, M.D, CEO of Syros

AML: Current and emerging treatment landscape and ongoing areas of unmet need
Rachel J. Cook, M.D., M.S., Oregon Health and Science University

Higher-risk MDS: Current and emerging treatment landscape and ongoing areas of
unmet need
Eytan M. Stein, M.D., Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center

Overview of SY-1425
David A. Roth, M.D., Chief Medical Officer of Syros

Q&A
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Here’s what you will take away from today
• Exciting time in AML and higher-risk MDS, with multiple new drug approvals and drugs in
development after a decades-long drought
• Remains a significant unmet need for patients in both diseases
• AML and higher-risk MDS are complex diseases and combination strategies will be crucial
for addressing the unmet need in various patient populations and disease subtypes
• SY-1425 represents a promising therapeutic approach for genomically defined subsets of
AML and higher-risk MDS patients, with broad combination potential
• SY-1425’s single-agent activity and tolerability profile, together with preclinical data
showing significant tumor-killing activity of SY-1425 in combination with azacitidine and
with daratumumab, support its ongoing development as a combination agent
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Company Overview
Nancy Simonian, M.D.
Dan
AML patient
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Our Vision
To create unparalleled value for patients,
employees and shareholders by creating

transformative medicines for severe disease
through our world-leading expertise in gene
control and our exceptional people and culture

Syros at-a-glance
Pioneering
First platform dedicated to the regulatory genome

Rapid translation
2 clinical-stage programs and 5 preclinical and discovery programs in less than 5 years

Productive
Product engine to fuel our goal of 1 IND every other year

Broad impact
Platform applicable across a wide array of diseases with focus on cancer, I/O and monogenic diseases

Strong foundation
Broad strategic optionality driven by experienced leadership team
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Pioneering a new area of drug discovery and development focused on
controlling the expression of genes
Our leading gene control platform
Regulatory Genomics

Disease Biology

Small Molecule Chemistry

!

98%

Previously unexplored and inaccessible
regions of the genome control the
expression of genes determining cell function;
majority of disease variation found in these regions

Patient Impact
Medicines that control the expression of genes
to provide a profound benefit for patients with
severe diseases
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Growing pipeline with multiple potential first-in-class programs
Program

SY-1425
(RARα agonist)

Indication

Discovery

Preclinical

Frontline AML
(combination with azacitidine)
R/R AML and HR MDS
(combination with daratumumab)

Early Clinical

Mid-Clinical

Pivotal

Commercial Rights
Syros
(North America
and Europe)

Solid tumors dose escalation
SY-1365
(CDK7 inhibitor)

Ovarian cancer (single agent
and combination with carboplatin)
Breast cancer
(combination with fulvestrant)

Oral CDK7
inhibitor

Cancer

CDK12/13
Inhibitor

Cancer

Program 5

Immuno-oncology

Discovery

Cancer/Immuno-oncology

Discovery

Sickle Cell Disease

Discovery

Myeloproliferative neoplasms

Syros (Global)

Incyte (Global)

*SY-1425 is approved in Japan as Amnolake® (tamibarotene) for patients with relapsed/refractory APL
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Key priorities and expected milestones

• Report initial clinical data on SY-1425/azacitidine combination in Q4 2018

SY-1425

• Report initial clinical data on SY-1425/daratumumab combination in Q4 2018

• Open Phase 1 expansion cohorts in ovarian and breast cancers in mid-2018

SY-1365

Platform

• Report clinical data from dose escalation in Q4 2018

• Select new development candidate from preclinical pipeline
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Acute Myeloid Leukemia
Rachel J. Cook, MD, MS
Assistant Professor
Acute Leukemia Site Director
Knight Cancer Center

AML Biology: Disordered Proliferation and
Differentiation
• Hematopoietic stem cells divide
• To self-renew
• To produce progeny that differentiate into mature blood cells

• Progeny have complex differentiation program to determine ultimate
cell type
• Disruption of the genes controlling proliferation/differentiation cause
myeloid malignancies

AML Biology: Role of Mutations and Impact on
Myeloid Development and Disease
• Acquired mutations cause an arrest in development
• AML is the accumulation of leukemic blasts of myeloid origin
• Excess immature/useless progenitors compete for scarce resources
(i.e. space) and inhibit normal hematopoietic development
• As the marrow fills with blasts, the other blood counts fall
• Untreated, death within weeks

Maturational Arrest

Session Title and Date Delivered
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Darwin and Mutations: Not
just for the birds (finches)
Mutations are are a normal part of life
and lead to diversity/evolution (natural
selection etc)

In the bone marrow, there is massive
cell turnover on a regular basis – an
exhaustive supply and demand, and
many opportunities for mutations.
If a mutation increases turnover
(proliferative advantage) or decreases
death rate (differentiation block), it
may get a foot-hold and create a
cancer.

Wikipedia

AML blasts in the peripheral blood and marrow
aspirate

AML blasts in core biopsy

Extramedullary Disease

Defining the needs: Age and Relapsed Disease
Age/Performance Status
•
•
•
•
•

Median age at diagnosis: 67 years old
20,830 cases/year in US (2016 SEER data)
Most older patients do not receive anti-leukemia treatment
Treated patients who obtain remission usually relapse
Patients who receive “induction” chemotherapy fair the best
• Very small, select group receives induction in older adult cohort
• “Favorable” risk
• Potential transplant candidate

• Patients who receive hypomethylating agents have median survival ranging from 9-12
months
• Decision making based mostly on “fitness”
• Many calculators available to determine “fitness” with variables based on comorbid conditions, completion of
physical activities (get-up and go test), and blood work. Currently no consensus in practice, tends to rely on general
assessment made by oncologist, driven primarily by performance status (ECOG 0-1)
• Age not considered a variable in most calculators, trying to determine physiologic age rather than chronologic

Overall Survival in AML Remains Poor
Impediments to long term survival:
-Disease resistance
-Treatment related mortality
-Compromised QOL while on
treatment

Podoltsev et al,Blood reviews, 2017

Many(Most?) older patients with AML do not
receive treatment
- Patients with newly diagnosed AML
- 10 years worth of SEER data (Medicare)
- 60% do not get treatment within 3 months
of diagnosis

a Unadjusted overall survival by treatment status.
b Unadjusted overall survival by treatment type.

Medeiros et al, 2015, Ann

Increasing willingness to treat over time

Medeiros et al, 2015, Ann Hematol

Defining the needs: Age and Relapsed Disease
Relapsed Disease
• Most commonly occurs within 1st year after obtaining remission
• Prognosis variable based on risk stratification and patient factors
• Median life expectancy measured in weeks – months
• Predictive factors for relapse improving
• MRD by flow cytometry
• MRD by molecular

• Eventually want to (truly) understand who can be cured by what
treatment modality

Current Approach: Initial Therapy
#1 Criteria for Decision Making: Fitness – no benefit to patient to die in remission
• Fit Patients: Induction with cytotoxics (7+3, FLAG-Ida, CPX-351, G-CLAM, etc)
• 30 days inpatient
• Response rate dependent on risk stratification (cytogenetics and molecular testing)
• Potential for TRM

• Generally, patients who receive “induction” chemotherapy fair the best
• Very small, select group receives induction in older adult cohort
•
•
•
•

Fit (ECOG 0-1)
“Favorable” risk cytogenetic profile
Potential transplant candidate
Proliferative disease

• Unfit Patients: Induction with hypomethylating agents, single agent TKI, low dose cytarabine,
supportive care only
• Median survival 9-12 months with hypomethylating agents (azacitidine, decitabine)
• How to improve OS in unfit patients (even if not attempting cure)?
• Combination therapy (add targeted/differentiation agent)
•
•

Avoid toxicity –older unfit people (prolonged nadirs problematic)
Avoid inconvenience – patients may not want to travel/be in clinic all the time, QOL important

Current Approach: Consolidation Therapy
Standard of Care consolidation therapy: dependent on goals of care,
fitness, patient specific issues (donor availability for transplant, family
support)
•
•
•
•

Cytarabine
HMA
Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplant
Targeted therapies

Emerging therapies
• Targeted therapies if available for patient (choice depends on genetic profile)
• FLT 3 inhibitors

• Midostaurin, Crenolanib, Quizartinib, Gilteritinib, etc

• IDH inhibitors

• IDH2 (Enasidenib), IDH1

• RARA agonists
• SY-1425

• Other inhibitors/non-mutation targeted
• BET, DOT1L, BCL2

• Modifications of Non-specific therapies
• CPX-351, HMAs

• Antibody Drug Conjugates
• CD33Abs, CD123Abs

• Immunotherapy, CAR-T, TCR
Perl et al. Blood Advances 2017

Emerging Endpoints?
• Minimal Residual Disease
• Flow cytometry
• Molecular

• Patient Defined endpoints
• QOL
• Financial burden

• Healthcare Utilization
• Time spent in hospital
• Time spent in clinic
• Transfusion burden

Conclusions
• There remains a significant unmet need for treatment of AML survival statistics are grim
• Need both curative and palliative therapies that are tolerable,
accessible and effective
• Because most patients will not be cured, need to have multiple
treatment options for management of disease progression

Higher-Risk Myelodysplastic Syndromes
Eytan M. Stein
Leukemia Service
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center
New York, New York

Myelodysplastic Syndromes
• Disorder of hematopoietic stem or progenitor cells characterized by
ineffective hematopoiesis, dysplastic cell morphology and potential for
clonal evolution.
– Clinically manifests as ineffective erythropoiesis, thrombopoiesis and
myelopoiesis leading to anemia and/or thrombocytopenia and/or
neutropenia
• Increasing failure of cellular differentiation
– Increase in myeloblasts
– Progression to AML (arbitrarily) defined as greater/equal than 20%
blasts in bone marrow or peripheral blood
BLOOD, 30 OCTOBER 2014 x VOLUME 124, NUMBER 18, 2793

Distribution of recurrent mutations and karyotypic abnormalities in MDS. Clonal cells from ∼50%
of MDS patients harbor a splicing factor (SF) mutation, and a similar fraction carry ≥1 mutated
epigenetic regulator (ER).

Rafael Bejar, and David P. Steensma Blood 2014;124:27932803

Revised International Prognostic Scoring System

Blood, 2012

5-azacitidine Versus Conventional Care Regimens
Intermediate/High Risk MDS

Fenaux, Lancet Oncology 2009

Overall Survival – 5-aza versus CCR

Subgroup Analysis – Aza vs CCR

Patients with MDS for whom hypomethylating agents have
failed have poor outcomes overall

Rafael Bejar, and David P. Steensma Blood 2014;124:27932803

IDH Mutations as a Target in MDS
• IDH are critical
enzymes of the citric
acid cycle
• Mutant IDH1/2
produces
2-HG, which alters
DNA methylation,
blocks cellular
differentiation

• mIDH2 and mIDH1
occurs in ~5% of MDS1

Tumor Cell

Response – IDH2 Inhibitor
MDS Patients
(N=17)
n/N (%)
Overall response rate (CR + PR + mCR + HI)

10/17 (59)

Best Response
Complete remission*

1/11 (9)

Partial remission*

1/11 (9)

Marrow CR*

3/11 (27)

Any hematologic improvement (HI)†

5/17 (29)

HI-E

3/15 (20)

HI-P

4/12 (33)

HI-N

4/10 (40)

• Of 13 patients who had received prior HMA therapy, 7 (54%) had a response with
enasidenib
• Of patients who attained HI, 2 had trilineage and 2 had bilineage improvement
• Median time to response was 21 days (range 10-87)
Stein EM et. al MDS Foundation Symposium 2017

Response – IDH1 Inhibitor

Dinardo CD, et. al NEJM 2018

Conclusion
• The outcomes of patients with MDS remain poor, especially those
patients who fail hypomethylating agents or are ineligible for allogeneic
bone marrow transplants.
• Targeted therapies may offer some benefit to small subsets of patients
with specific mutations (e.g. IDH1 or IDH2).
• Inhibitors of mutant splicing factors are exciting pre-clinically but to date
have not demonstrated clinical efficacy
• Intermediate/High Risk MDS is an area that is ripe for drug development

Thank You!

Novel combinations
leveraging RARa targeting
with SY-1425 in AML and MDS
David A. Roth, M.D.
Robert
MDS patient

SY-1425 (RARα agonist): Turning on differentiation genes in cancer
Acute Myelogenous
Leukemia (AML) and
Myelodysplastic
Syndromes (MDS)

• First-in-class selective, oral RARα agonist
• Novel AML and MDS subsets and biomarkers
discovered by Syros
• In Phase 2 trial in combination with azacitidine and
daratumumab
‒ Data expected in fourth quarter of 2018

• Significant market potential
‒ AML and MDS continue to be areas of high unmet need
• Few options for newly diagnosed, unfit AML and R/R
AML and HR MDS
‒ Potential in additional AML and HR MDS populations and
other RARA-positive cancers, including breast
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Ongoing Phase 2 trial evaluating SY-1425 combinations in genomically
defined AML and MDS patients
• Expect to report clinical data on biomarker-positive combinations in fourth quarter of 2018
Phase 2 Clinical Trial Design
Patient population

Combo agent

Biomarker-positive newly
diagnosed, unfit AML
(25 patients)

azacitidine

Biomarker-positive R/R AML
and higher-risk MDS
(12 patient pilot)

daratumumab

Biomarker-negative newly
diagnosed, unfit AML
(25 patients)

azacitidine

Primary purpose

• Assess safety and efficacy

• Demonstrate CD38 induction
• Assess safety and efficacy

• Support development of
commercial companion
diagnostic
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Clinical activity and tolerability of SY-1425 as single agent support ongoing
development in combination in genomically defined AML and MDS patients
Improved blood counts
and/or reduced blasts

Stable disease

CD38 Induction

43%

57%

85%

of R/R AML and higher-risk
MDS patients (n=23)

of R/R AML and higher-risk
MDS patients (n=23)

of R/R AML and higher-risk
MDS patients (n=13)

Generally well-tolerated with manageable and/or reversible side effects
• 58 R/R AML, R/R higher-risk MDS and lower-risk MDS patients treated for median duration of 80
days; patients treated up to 8 months as of Oct. 2017 data cutoff for Phase 2 single-agent cohorts
• Most common AEs consistent with prior experience: hypertriglyceridemia, fatigue, dermatologic effects

• Majority of AEs were low grade
Data presented in December 2017 at the 59th American Society of Hematology (ASH) Annual Meeting
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Differentiation seen in biomarker-positive patient samples and clinical trial
patients treated with single-agent SY-1425
66-year-old male with R/R AML

Unbiased machine learning approach
using Random-Forest analysis
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“Novel RARA Pathway Activation Biomarkers in Study SY-1425-201
Define a New Subset of AML and MDS Patients and Correlate with
Myeloid Differentiation”

Myeloid differentiation starting after one cycle, with marrow blast reduction >25%
beginning after two cycles and continuing to the start of the fourth cycle
“Early Results from a Biomarker-Directed Phase 2 Trial of SY-1425 in Acute
Myeloid Leukemia (AML) and Myelodysplastic Syndrome (MDS) Demonstrate
DHRS3 Induction and Myeloid Differentiation Following SY-1425 Treatment”
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Clinical activity observed in relapsed / refractory patients
Marrow CR in R/R HR MDS patient
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Erythroid response in R/R HR MDS patient
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Initial responses (platelet and ANC) observed on cycle
1 day 22, patient remained on treatment past 238 days

“Early Results from a Biomarker-Directed Phase 2 Trial of SY-1425 in Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML)
and Myelodysplastic Syndrome (MDS) Demonstrate DHRS3 Induction and Myeloid Differentiation
Following SY-1425 Treatment”
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SY-1425 and azacitidine combination induces deeper, more durable
responses and induces apoptosis preclinically
Combo induces apoptosis
in RARA-high cell lines*

Aza
SY-1425

60
All mice in
Aza only arm
succumb to
disease

50
40
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20

RARA-high model
Normalized apoptotic
Cells per well (fold change)

70

Vehicle (n=3)
SY-1425 BID 3mg/kg (n=5)
Azacitidine 2.5mg/kg (n=5)
Combination (n=5)
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“Clinical Pharmacodynamic Markers and Combinations
with SY-1425 (tamibarotene) in a Genomically-Defined
subset of non-APL AML"
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Combo leads to deeper and more durable
response in preclinical PDX model
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SY-1425 and azacitidine combination leads to tumor cell death:
Potential mechanisms for combination synergy

Previously presented in April 2018 at the European School of Haematology’s 6th International Conference on Myelodysplastic Syndromes
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SY-1425 induces high levels of CD38 expression in RARA positive AML
supporting a CD38 targeting strategy
Effector-Killer Cell

daratumumab/anti-CD38 antibody

CD38

RARA Positive
AML Blast

SY-1425 induced
upregulation of CD38

Previously presented in April 2018 at the European School of Haematology’s 6th International Conference on Myelodysplastic Syndromes
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SY-1425 increases CD38 expression preclinically and in patients;
Anti-CD38 combination induces immune-mediated cell death in vitro
SY-1425 induces CD38
cell surface expression

SY-1425 in combination with daratumumab
induces immune-mediated cell death

CD38 induction seen in 85% of evaluable
clinical trial patients

FACS (% CD38 positive)

Myeloid Blasts

100

CD38 MFI Pre-treatment (Screen)

50

0
CD38 MFI Post-treatment (C2D1)

“SY-1425, a selective RARα agonist, induces high levels of CD38
expression in RARA-high AML tumors creating a susceptibility to
anti-CD38 therapeutic antibody treatment”

“Early Results from a Biomarker-Directed Phase
2 Trial of SY-1425 in Acute Myeloid Leukemia
(AML) and Myelodysplastic Syndrome (MDS)
Demonstrate DHRS3 Induction and Myeloid
Differentiation Following SY-1425 Treatment”
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Significant need for well-tolerated oral therapies that extend survival and
improve quality of life
AML incidence1: ~33,000

1

HR MDS incidence1: ~7,500

~ 33%

~ 33%

RARA or IRF8
biomarker positive

RARA or IRF8
biomarker positive

Newly diagnosed, unfit

Newly diagnosed higher-risk

• >50% of AML patients ineligible for standard
chemo upon diagnosis
• HMAs/ less intensive therapies with modest
efficacy are standard-of-care
• Survival of ≤ 12 months

• Most patients treated with HMAs/ less
intensive therapies that have modest efficacy
• Survival of 0.8-1.6 years

Relapsed or refractory

Relapsed or refractory higher-risk

• Newly approved agents target limited subsets
of patients with modest efficacy
• Patients progress quickly in relapsed setting
• Survival of < 6 months

• Few treatment options with limited efficacy
• No new drugs approved since 2006
• Survival of < 6 months

Incidence figures include annual diagnoses in the U.S., Canada and the EU 5 (UK, Germany, France, Spain and Italy). Health Advances analysis.

Sources: Expert Rev. Pharmacoecon. Outcomes Res. Early online, 1–10 (2015); Clinical Lymphoma, Myeloma & Leukemia, Vol. 16, No. 11, 625-36; Blood 2012 120:2454-2465. NCCN Guidelines 2017 MDS.
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Summary
• SY-1425 is a first-in-class selective, oral RARa agonist that has been generally welltolerated to date in AML and MDS clinical study patients
• SY-1425 demonstrated single-agent clinical and biological activity in novel AML and MDS
patient subsets as defined by our RARA and IRF8 biomarkers
• Preclinical data show SY-1425 in combination with azacitidine and with daratumumab has
significant tumor-killing activity in biomarker-positive models of AML
• SY-1425’s single-agent activity and tolerability profile, together with the preclinical
combination data, support its ongoing development in combination with azacitidine and
with daratumumab in RARA and IRF8 biomarker-positive patients
• Expect to present initial clinical data on both combinations in Q4 2018
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